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When I discovered the 
GeoPress, it was game over. 
Let’s just say I have not used a 
Sawyer Squeeze in 4 years.

AMBASSADOR SPOTLIGHT 
CHRIS LININGER
ADVENTURE GUIDE / EXPLORER / PHOTOGRAPHER
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geopress purifier

350 USES
250 L / 65 Gal
5L / Min

ONE PRESS
8 SECONDS

geopress
CARTRIDGE

940-PKG
2995

940-BLK
2995

411-WHT
8995

411-BLK
8995

411-AMB
8995

411-COV
8995

No other portable purifier rivals GeoPress in speed, simplicity, 
versatility and effectiveness. Designed for use anywhere on the 
planet, GeoPress purifies and filters 24 ounces of water in a blazing 
eight seconds (5L/min), nearly twice as fast as any other purifier. It 
requires no setup time, and makes clean, safe drinking water from 
hotel sinks, sketchy spigots, rivers and lakes.

24 fl oz 710 ml 

OUTER REFILL

AMBASSADOR: ALEX WANDER
KNIFE CRAFTSMAN / SURVIVALIST

topogrip™

geopress™ drink cap

simplevent™

SOFTPRESS™ PADS

MAX FILL LINE

NON-SLIP BASE

inner press

Scoop or fill ‘dirty’ water 
into the Outer Refill.

The perfect spout for on-the-go 
hydration. Protects against cross 
contamination and includes a 
carrying handle sized for two fingers.

Twist the cap 1/2 turn to vent air 
during purification process. 

Comfortable pressing pads provide for 
an ergonomic, non-slip pressing surface.

GEOPRESS holds 24 fluid ounces (710 
ml) of clean, safe drinking water. 

Soft, non-slip base provides 
durable protection. 

The transparent Inner Press stores 
safe, clean purified water.  
Dirty water never enters the Inner Press.

Durable, tactile non-slip 
grip material placed on 
all heavy use surfaces.

24 OZ
710 ML

180˚
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geopress purifier

350 USES
250 L / 65 Gal
5L / Min

ONE PRESS
8 SECONDS

geopress
CARTRIDGE

411-BAL
8995

940-PKG
2995

940-BLK
2995

411-OAS
8995

411-WDR
8995

Filtering water can be fun!  Packed with top-rated Grayl purifier 
performance, our new GeoPress® Chroma Collection explores bold 
and eye-catching colors. Vivid hues found in nature, water, and the 
personalities of active adventure seekers.

24 fl oz 710 ml 
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durable 90° 
pivot handle
withstands
big drops

ULTRAPRESS™ compact purifier
Packed with fun and innovative performance features, UltraPress™ is 
designed for hikers, backpackers, and travelers seeking the most capable, 
packable water purifier available. For use anywhere on the earth, Grayl’s 
best all-around water purifier is also blazing fast, producing 16.9oz of clean 
h2o in an industry leading eight seconds (5L/min).

SHIPS IN OCTOBER.

Capacity: 16.9 oz / 500 ml
Weight: 12.5 OZ / 354 G

COVERT BLACK
500-COV
7995

OLIVE DRAB
500-ODG
7995

COYOTE BROWN
500-CBN
7995

DESERT TAN
500-DTN
7995

CAMP BLACK
500-CMP
7995

FOREST BLUE
500-FOR
7995 

FORAGER MOSS
500-MOS
7995

MIDNIGHT GRANITE
500-MDN
7995

MOJAVE REDROCK
500-MRR
7995

BLACK
505-PC-BK
2495

ORANGE
505-PC-OR
2495

300 USES
150 L / 40 Gal
5L / Min

ONE PRESS
8 SECONDS

F O R AG E R  M O S S

NATURE INSPIRED COLOR.

FOREST BLUE FORAGER moss midnight granite

desert tan MOJAVE REDROCKcamp black

COVERT BLACK OLIVE DRAB COYOTE BROWN

EXPLORE TONAL.
NEW
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EASE FOR ALL USERS

PRESS ON ANY LOW SURFACE.

FILL WITH DIRTY WATER.

drink CLEAN, PURIFIED WATER.

Utilizing your body weight, press 
with steady downward force.

Scoop from a stream 
or lake, or fill from any 
bathroom sink or rustic 
hostel tap.

Fast and easy; makes 
safe drinking water 
anywhere in the world!
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viruses ( 99.99% )

bacteria ( 99.9999% )

protozoa ( 99.9% )

ROTOVIRUS, NOROVIRUS, HEPATITIS A

E. COLI, SALMONELLA, DYSENTERY

GIARDIA, CRYPTOSPORIDIUM, AMOEBAE

removes

particulates

CHEMICALS

HEAVY METALS

improves taste

MICRO-PLASTICS, SEDIMENT, SILT

CHLORINE, BENZENE, CHLOROFORM

LEAD, ARSENIC, CHROMIUM

SMELL AND CLARITY. MAKES WATER 
CLEAN AND SAFE TO DRINK.

filters

ONEPRESS™ GLOBAL PROTECTION

PURIFICATION & FILTRATION

Electroadsorptive Media

ION EXCHANGE & Activated Carbon

clean safe water

Captures pathogens and inorganic contaminants 
like a magnet.

Once purified; water is ready to chug, 
sip or store for later. Purify water, 
anywhere in the world.

As dirty water is forced through the purifier 
media, ion exchange permanently binds 
pathogens (i.e. virus, protozoa, bacteria). 
Activated carbon adsorbs chemicals, heavy 
metals, flavors, and odors.

Our shared planet overflows with wonders, flavors and cultures. 
We have the privilege to explore it and the duty to protect it. Grayl 
empowers sustainable adventure with global protection from all 
waterborne pathogens — even virus. The convenience, efficiency and 
effectiveness of Fill. Press. Drink.™ is unmatched by any other water 
purifier (or filter). It allows anyone, anywhere, to drink from hotel sinks, 
beach-side taco stands, public bathrooms, as well as rivers and lakes. 

one press™

8 SECONDS

350 Presses
250 L / 65 Gal
5L / Min

REPLACEABLE
PURIFIER CARTRIDGE
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GEOPRESS® PURIFIEr bottle ULTRALIGHT COMPACT PURIFIEr bottle

GEOPRESS® replacement purifier cartridge ULTRALIGHT replacement purifier cartridge

CONNECTING CUSTOMERS 
WITH LOCAL SHOPS

Grayl has 2,000+ 4.9 star reviews on the Yotpo review platform 
which is tops for any global water purifier brand. in late-2020, we 
integrated Yotpo with Bazaarvoice to seamlessly syndicate our best 
product reviews and user-generated content to the Bazaarvoice 
global retailer network (1900 retailers) to drive trust, engagement 
and sales to local shops. This new partnership will better empower 
customers with social proof to drive retail sales.

NEW! syndicated reviews for retailers

Grayl joined Locally.com to connect global shoppers to local shops 
with confirmed in-stock merchandise. Our new store locator lives on 
grayl.com (and all global web properties) and connects shoppers to 
local retailers to complete their Grayl purchase nearby. The award 
winning locator syncs up with UPC codes to provide up-to-date 
inventory on all retail shelves.

Give it a try @ grayl.com/locator

NEW! SHOPPING FOR PURIFIERS LOCALLY

Grayl sets itself apart on shelves with an in-store presentation that is above the 
rest within water purification. Our unique and well communicated package design is 
indicative of our commitment to retail and is a significant  contributor to our  growth 
within the category.

OUR PACKAGING
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Zero-Waste cartridge recycling

warranty

testing standards

INTERNATIONAL MANUALS

QUESTIONS & support?

We are committed to social responsibility and the 
sustainability of our planet. For more info, visit  
www.grayl.com/recycle

Every GRAYL is accompanied by a ten (10) year 
warranty covering workmanship and materials.

Independently tested by certified laboratory to meet 
or exceed NSF protocol 42 and 53 for pathogen and 
chemical removal. Meets the EPA Guide Standard and 
Protocol for testing microbiological water purifiers.

Manual / Handbuch / Manuali / Manuels / マニュアル / คู่มือ
www.grayl.com/manuals

For answers to the most common questions, live chat, 
and product support, visit  www.grayl.com/help 

GRAYL® pledges 1% of sales to the preservation and 

restoration of the natural environment. 1% For The 

Planet is a global network of businesses, nonprofits and 

individuals working together for a healthy planet. 

GIVING BACK
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GRAYL® is distributed globally in Austria, Australia, 
Benelux, Bulgaria, Canada, Czech Republic, Denmark, 
Finland, Germany, Italy, France, Spain, Andorra, 
Japan, New Zealand, Norway, Singapore, Slovakia, 
Sweden, Switzerland, Thailand, United Kingdom, 
and the United States.
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